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Introduction
9Logic's AWS expertise enables enterprises achieve significant cloud benefits such as cost optimiza-

tion, enhanced security, performance efficiency etc.. Our portfolio of services includes right from 

migrations and managed services to well-architected reviews and architectural redesigns.  

We help organizations transform their cloud resources into well-architected, secure and highly reliable 

infrastructure. Our services and solutions are integrated with advanced architectural frameworks and 

design principles that ensure resolution of challenges into successful end results. Our certified and 

experienced solution architects and project management teams ensure successful completion of AWS 

projects resulting into achieving measurable and tangible cloud benefits. 
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Name of the customer - A Healthcare Client

Customer Challenges

As part of our discovery and recommendation exercise, 9Logic held technical discussions with the client and decided to Re factor 

the current code to use docker containers so that clients can quickly scale the delivery of instant medical expertise that is accurate, 

trustworthy, relevant and actionable. The goal is to make Healthcare application which provides the fastest way to chat with a 

licensed doctor and get answers to patient’s health questions instantly. As a part of this exercise, we have analysed and proposed 

to migrate all the existing services to AWS from GCP. Their primary applications and systems are spread various cloud services 

including virtual machines, data storage, databases, network security controls, API services etc.

The objective of the solution is to automate scaling of the infrastructure of the workload, to provide fault tolerant, highly available 

and secured infrastructure with improved performance. 9Logic helped the client architecting their AWS infrastructure and migrated 

the applications and data from GCP to AWS cloud. The migrated AWS Services included in the architecture - ECS, ECS Fargate, 

Lambda, ECR, ALB, Certificate Manager, VPC, RDS, Code Build, Code Commit, Cloud Watch. We focused on developing and deploying 

reliable operating model for post migration operations and optimizations. The architecture was analysed and implemented as per 

the best practices of AWS Well-Architected Framework and its standard design principles.

How the solution was designed and deployed to meet the challenges

Client is a US based Healthcare company Providing the world’s best 

healthcare to everyone. It is based out of California, US, and empow-

ering patients & augmenting doctors. They are harnessing AI/ML to 

build products that empower both providers and patients. They are 

expanding their business and beginning to see huge growth in their 

customer base as well as revenue. 

The client had their infrastructure setup on GCP. The solution was 

developed on Google Cloud Platform. The challenge with their 

existing infrastructure was about achieving scalable, reliable, 

secured, and cost-effective IT solutions to deliver seamless service 

availability and best experience to their end users. The client wants 

to expand the market base, meet the service expectations, provide 

Improved quality of service to their customers, and reduce Total 

Cost of Ownership.
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Services Used 

Resource Proposed Setup

Cloud Amazon Web Services (AWS )

Infrastructure as a code AWS CloudFormation Templates

Docker Containers AWS Elastic Kubernetes Service (EKS) with AWS Fargate

Configuration as code AWS CloudFormation + EKS Fargate

Atomicity Bash

Cron jobs AWS EKS, AWS Fargate

Pre-Deploy Hooks AWS EKS, AWS Fargate

Jobs Support AWS EKS, AWS Fargate

Container Registry AWS ECR

Ingress AWS ALB

SSL Certificate Manager AWS Certificate Manager

Inspect / run commands against running containers AWS Run Command

Log aggregation Amazon CloudWatch

Monitoring for Containers Prometheus for Kubernetes EC2

Internal networking AWS VPC

Database Amazon RDS PostgreSQL

Database caching Amazon Elasticache Redis

CI / CD AWS Code Build

VCS AWS Code Commit / GitHub
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Date the project entered Production Go-Live on 25-Feb-2021

The client was able to expand their market base and meet the service expectations of the customers while improving the quality 

of service and reducing Total Cost of Ownership. The alignment of Well-Architected Framework resulted into achieving perfor-

mant scalable, reliable, secured, and cost-effective IT solutions that delivers seamless service availability and best experience to 

their end users on the AWS Cloud.

Outcome(s)/results
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9Logic is an AWS Partner Network (APN) Advanced Tier Consulting Partner, 

AWS Well-Architected Review Program and AWS Public Sector Partner with deep 

expertise in launching and leveraging the power of the cloud.  

www.9Logic.com 2461, 152nd AVE NE, Redmond, WA - 98052

Being AWS Advanced Consulting Partner and certified member of AWS 

Well-Architected Partner Program, our migrations and operations, by 

default, incorporates the latest AWS technologies and Well-Architected 

Framework design principles mapped with Reliability, Security, Perfor-

mance Efficiency, Operational Excellence and Cost Optimization. 

We believe that cloud technology is the greatest business transformation 

tool, and our mission is to help you harness that power to transform your 

business. 
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